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"Yay! I-96 is back in the traffic business," trumpeted the Detroit Free Press in a top-story 

headline this week. 

The cause of this quivering excitement was the early re-opening of a seven-mile stretch of the 

metro Detroit highway. Gov. Rick Snyder even made the announcement himself. 

And area officials invited folks on Sunday afternoon to "walk, run, bike or skateboard" down the 

silky smooth freeway. "Driverless" cars were part of the festivities, which is pretty nifty. 

Oh, and the governor was there, too. My stars! 

Yes, we've gotten to the point where completing routine road construction is a cause for mass 

celebration in Michigan.  

It's awesome that some part of our infrastructure is in working order after last month's massive 

Detroit flood turned five freeways into rivers. We also learned that 58 percent of metro Detroit 

pump stations are in poor condition, so this will probably happen again. 

But hey, let's hear it for the I-96 construction completion! 
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Now a more apt headline would have been: "7 miles fixed of one Michigan road. Most still 

rotting." 

That's because one-third of state highways and major local roads are in poor condition (and less 

than 20 percent are in good condition). And that Michigan Transportation Asset 

Management report was for 2013, so it doesn't even take into account the damage wrought by 

last winter's polar vortex. 

The nonprofit group TRIP pegs the percentage of poor or mediocre roads in Michigan at 57 

percent. 

And that'll cost you -- $1,600 annually on average for every driver in metro Detroit, and more 

than $1,000 for motorists in Grand Rapids and Lansing. 

The studies just confirm what Michiganders know from playing pothole roulette every day. 

Anyone who spends time traveling to other states dreads crossing the border back to Michigan. (I 

can attest to this personally, as my family blissfully drove dozens of back roads in 10 other states 

on a recent trip to Yellowstone). 

Little surprise that Michigan spends the least per capita of all 50 states on roads and bridges, 

according to U.S. Census data. 

Snyder knows this reality as much as anyone. That's why for the last 19 months, he's been 

pushing for more than $1 billion in new road spending every year. 

But that will probably mean big tax and fee increases, something his fellow Republicans in the 

Legislature despise. 

Rep. Vicki Barnett (D-Farmington Hills) talked with the Free Press about an intriguing 

alternative. She wants Republicans to stop trying to roll back Michigan's income tax, which 

would mean $700 million-plus more in annual revenue. She's also calling for an income tax on 

businesses exempt from the corporate income tax and a fuel surcharge for truckers. 

Unfortunately, her ideas don't have a snowball's chance in hell of passing. 

That's because: 1) Barnett is a Democrat and therefore in the minority, and no one cares what the 

minority wants and 2) Her proposals take aim at businesses, which constitute the driving force in 

the road-funding push. 

Meanwhile, the Legislature is back from its summer hiatus, at least in theory. Leaders are still 

yammering about doing something to fix the roads. But no one expects them to act until after the 

election is over -- if ever. 
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Snyder is aware of that whole election thing (he's facing a tough challenge in Democrat Mark 

Schauer). The guv's gotten a lot of bad press lately for ducking debates and scandals dogging 

various members of his administration. 

So celebrating I-96 suits Snyder's purposes, too.  

Of course, we still don't have a comprehensive solution for road funding. 

But hey, maybe if people are this euphoric about repairing one interstate, we don't have to aim 

that high anyway. 

Susan J. Demas is Publisher and Editor of Inside Michigan Politics, a nationally acclaimed, 
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Twitter here. 
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